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THE HOLY ROLLER
COMMERCIAL CONE STUFFING PERFECTED

MACHINE DETAILS
The Holy Roller is the most
advanced cone stuffing machine
on the planet. With the Holy Roller,
you’ll be able to stuff more than
3000 one-gram joints an hour with
unparalleled accuracy (less than
5% tolerance).
Want to produce gram joints
and dog walkers with the same
machine? No problem, the Holly
Roller can stuff joints of various
sizes with one universal cone.
•

Prerolls: 3000+ per hour

•

Fills Accuracy: less then 5% tolerance

•

Preroll Weight Range: 0.3g - 1g
(operator controlled)

•

Freeflow Anti-Clog Technology

•

Active Weighing System

•

A universal cone accommodates
different fill weights

•

Intuitive Full-Color Touch Screen

•

Available as 2-line and 4-line options

Contact GreenBroz
to learn more!

Designed by experts with
over three decades of
packaging experience.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
1.

ACTIVE WEIGHING

Discrepancies in cone fills can seriously cut into
your margins. Overfill joints, and you’re essentially
giving away product. Underfill them, and your
customers will notice. The Holy Roller’s active
weighing features gives you unparalleled fill
accuracy. Our secret? Most commercial cone
stuffers weigh material before it goes into the
cone. The Holy roller weighs cones in real time as
they fill.
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MINIMIZE CLOGS. MINIMIZE
DOWNTIME

We know a single clog can take a considerable
chunk out of your day. To cut down on clogs and
ensure your operation can hit its production
goals, the Holy Roller utilizes GreenBroz
Proprietary cannabis separation technology at
each cone fill station.

ONE CONE. TONS OF OPTIONS

Want to produce multiple joint sizes? No problem.
The Holy Roller can fill joints from .3 grams to full
grams with the same cone. As a result, you’ll be
able to fulfill multiple product SKUs with one paper
size, making ordering, storage, and inventory
more straightforward.

4.

FREE UP STAFF AND ELIMINATE
HARMFUL TOUCH-POINTS

Automating your joint production allows you to
upskill employees and move staff into other areas
of your business. Reduced handling time by your
staff ensures less contamination and preserves the
potency of your product.

5.

ENGINEERED FOR THE PERFECT
PARTICLE SIZE

Due to concerns about clogging, most commercial
cone stuffers use cannabis that’s been ground
to at least 2mm, even though the best particle
size for smokability is 3mm. Joints rolled with
3mm particles burn evenly and give consumers
smoother, more flavorful drags.
We solved the clogging issue that plagues other
commercial cone stuffers, so you can have the
best of both worlds, more uptime for your machine
and joints that use the perfect particle size.

